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1 Introduction
In artificial swarms, numerous cheap and simply constructed robots perform complex tasks
collectively. As in natural swarms, for example, ant colonies, flocks of birds, or schools of
fish, the individuals do not need sophisticated knowledge to produce complicated collective
behaviors. Typically, there is no group leader to guide the accomplishment of the task.
The study of multi-robot coordination and decentralized control has grown in a wide
range of fields like mathematics, engineering, robotics, and artificial intelligence.

The entities of the artificial swarm should have low production cost in order to sup-
port scalability. The hardware of these robots should be cheap; however, it limits their
capabilities: the sensors and communication equipment have a restricted range, their com-
putational power is low, and the operative memory is limited. In some cases, to increase
the fault-tolerance of the system, the robots do not even have persistent storage.

The robots cooperatively perform their given tasks. The swarm is decentralized, mean-
ing it has no global coordination; each entity performs the same distributed behavior
based on its local surroundings. Without centralized control and any global information
about the environment or the robots, globally optimal decision-making is challenging. For
Multi-robot systems, many distributed protocols have been developed for a wide range of
problems, like gathering, flocking, pattern formation, dispersing, filling, coverage, explo-
ration.

In the uniform dispersal, the swarm’s goal is to disperse in an area and achieve coverage
in which the members of the swarm are spaced more or less evenly. A swarm of robots can
be deployed into an unknown area, then gather information or find points of interest. The
dispersion provides a multi-purpose system that can either gather weather information
in an open field or in the event of a natural disaster, for example, an earthquake, which
can be used to locate survivors. Sensor self-deployment has been investigated in various
models.

The goal of this research is to design an effective automation for the deployment
of a robotic swarm with no centralized control and limited hardware capabilities. The
provided deployment must satisfy some optimization criteria. The optimization criteria
are frequently minimizing the sensor’s hardware or the runtime of the dispersion. In my
work, I have identified four scenarios of interest and proposed several protocols to solve
the uniform dispersal problem:

• Dispersion in orthogonal areas

• Dispersion of memory-less robots

• Dispersion in arbitrary graphs

• Dispersion of luminous asynchronous robots

2 Problem statement
This work focuses on the dispersion of unknown areas composed of connected nodes that
I define the following way:

Definition 2.1 (Node). Spatial locations in the area. The nodes are connected together,
and each connected node is referred to as a neighbor. Each node can contain at most one
sensor. There are Door nodes, which will be utilized as entry points.
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These nodes are traversed by mobile sensors (the term sensors and robots will be used
interchangeably):

Definition 2.2 (Sensors). Robots are autonomous computational entities capable of mov-
ing in the area between neighboring nodes. The robots cannot be distinguished by an
identifier; they are anonymous. They perform the same distributed algorithm; they are
homogeneous. The robots rely only on sensed local information within a restricted ra-
dius, called visibility range. The range is measured in hops: 1 hop distance means the
neighboring nodes, 2 hop includes the neighbors of the neighbors, and so on. The robots
are not able to communicate; they are silent. They have a finite permanent storage to
store information regarding past computations and states. In case they do not have any
persistent memory; they are called oblivious.

It is also possible to add externally visible lights to them, in which case they are called
luminous. In this case, robots within their visibility range can detect the state (on/off)
and the color of other robots’ lights.

The sensors must avoid collisions during the dispersion.

Definition 2.3 (Collision). Let v be a node connected to u and u′. There are two ways
a collision could happen:

1. When a robot performs a u → v movement while either v is occupied or another
robot performs a u′ → v movement. In other words, two robots would occupy node
v at the same time, and that is considered a collision.

2. When a robot performs a u → v movement while another robot performs a u ← v
movement.

The actions of the robots are decomposed into separate phases. This is a common
approach in the field of autonomous robotics.

Definition 2.4 (Look-Compute-Move cycle). The robots’ actions are decomposed into
three distinct phases. The first one is the Look phase when the robots take a snapshot
of their surrounding with their sensors. The second one is the Compute phase when the
robots perform their computations and state changes. The third one is the Move phase
when the robots perform their actions. This can be moving from one node to an adjacent
one. The movement is atomic, i.e., the robot either appears at its destination node or
does not move at all.

The robots repeatedly perform their Look-Compute-Move (LCM) cycles throughout
the algorithm. When they are activated, they perform their Look, Compute, and Move
phases, and then there is an optional inactivity phase. After the inactivity phase, the
robots activate themselves again. Depending on the synchronization model, the lengths
of the phases and the activation times might differ.

Definition 2.5 (Fully Synchronous model). The most common synchronization model
is the Fully Synchronous (FSYNC) model. In the FSYNC model, all the robots perform
their phases at the same time. Meaning all the robots take a snapshot at the same time,
perform their calculations at the same time and move at the same time.

Definition 2.6 (Asynchronous model). The Asynchronous (ASYNC) model is a more
difficult synchronization model. In this model, the robots perform their LCM-cycles at
any time and then become inactive. The Compute, the Move, and the inactivity phases
can take any arbitrary but finite time.
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In the ASNYC model, there is no common notion of time; each robot can be activated
at any time, perform its LCM-cycle, then start an inactivity phase. The length of the
phases (except the Look, in which they only take a snapshot) is unpredictable; however,
it is assumed they are finite; therefore, each robot will be activated after a while.

The sensors will operate in different areas. In my work, I will solve the dispersion in
two different kinds of areas:

Definition 2.7 (Orthogonal area). The area is decomposed into small, square-shaped
cells. In the orthogonal area, the nodes are the cells, and each cell can have at most 4
neighbors. When there is no neighbor in a given direction, it is considered an obstacle or
a wall.

Definition 2.8 (Arbitrary area). An arbitrary area is represented by a connected graph
G. The nodes are represented by the vertices, and edges are between those vertices where
the corresponding nodes are neighboring. The maximum degree of G is ∆.

Figure 1: An orthogonal area on the left and an arbitrary on the right.

2.1 Filling Problem

The Filling Problem, also called the Uniform Dispersal problem, is a special type of
dispersion. It was introduced by Hsiang et al. [Hsi+04]. The final goal of the swarm is
to reach a state where each node is occupied by a sensor. The sensors are placed one by
one; each time a Door node is empty at the beginning of an LCM cycle, a new sensor is
placed there. There are two constraints that have to be satisfied:

1. There can be no collisions during the dispersion.

2. At the termination of the algorithm, each node must be occupied by a sensor.

In other words, the area must be completely filled by the sensors while avoiding colli-
sions. The challenge arises from the fact that with localized knowledge, the robots cannot
detect the completion directly. Moreover, in some cases, the sensors cannot even see each
other; however, they still have to avoid collisions.

Current state of the art solutions:
For the runtime, Hsiang et al. [Hsi+04] provided an algorithm, called DFLF, termi-

nating in O(n) for orthogonal areas.
For the hardware minimization, Barrameda et al. [BDS08] provided algorithms for the

single Door case with 1 hop visibility, if there are no holes/obstacles in the area; and an
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Name Visib. Doors Memory Runtime Area Model
SDIR 1 1 O(1) O(n) grid FSYNC
SDIR 1 k O(1) O(n) grid FSYNC
A-SDIR 1 k O(1) O(n) 3Dgrid FSYNC
OA 1 1 - O(n · log nHn) grid FSYNC
VCM 1 k O(∆) O(n ·∆) graph FSYNC
MD-VCM 1 k O(log k + ∆) O(n ·∆ · k) graph FSYNC
F-VCM 1 k O(k + ∆) O(n ·(log ∆+k)) graph FSYNC
PACK 1 1 O(log∆) O(n2) graph ASYNC
BLOCK 2 1 O(log∆) O(n) graph ASYNC
BLOCK 2 k O(log∆) O(n) graph ASYNC

Table 1: Summary of the properties of the proposed algorithms.

algorithm for the multiple Door case with 2 hop visibility and colored robots (the colors
were based on the Door they used to enter).

If holes/obstacles are present in an area, the best result is provided in [BDS14]. If
communication is allowed, it is possible to solve the problem with 1 hop visibility. If
communication was not allowed, the best result they provided used 6 hop visibility. All
the presented algorithms in [BDS08; BDS14] use O(1) bits of persistent memory.

3 Research Methodology
The direction of my research was determined by the previously identified scenarios of inter-
est. First, I have analyzed the current state-of-the-art solutions. From the perspective of
practical usage, I have inspected the open questions and problems of the field where there
is a possibility for improvement. I have identified the robot configurations and properties
whose minimization is in focus by current research. Based on these, I have constructed
a model for multi-robot systems which allows the analysis of the algorithms based on
configurations relevant to the problem. The configurations are adjusted according to the
practical tasks and the typical abstractions derived from them during the research.

While constructing the model, my primary goal was to be independent of the actual
robots’ other properties and capabilities. To identify the optimum of the parameters,
which are the results of the given environmental variables, first, I have inspected and
validated the state-of-the-art values. Afterwards, I have used algorithmic means and
formal methods to find the required minimal bounds for these parameters.

Along with the theoretical proofs, I have validated the algorithms using simulations.
The RobotCore is a framework made by the departments’ research group. The framework
is used for simulating general distributed multi-robot systems or artificial swarms in pre-
configured or generated environments and to collect static and dynamic data of their
operation. I have planned and implemented extensions for the framework in order to
allow the inspection of the new protocols; moreover, it allowed the comparison of the
simulation outcomes with the expected results, which are based on the formal methods.
The simulation framework utilizes the same parameters as the constructed model.
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4 New Theoretical results
The scientific results of my research are summarized in four theses.

Thesis I presents a method to fill orthogonal areas. I have presented a stricter model,
which will allow the generalization of the algorithm to graphs. Thesis II presents a
method for the same problem but for oblivious robots. Thesis III presents a method
to fill arbitrary areas represented by any simply-connected undirected graph. Thesis IV
presents a method for the same problem but for asynchronous robots.

Thesis I: Dispersion algorithms in Orthogonal Areas

I have designed a distributed control protocol for an artificial swarm operating in an
orthogonal area. I have developed a fully-synchronous, discrete-time algorithm called the
Single Direction algorithm (SDIR). I have calculated and minimized the visibility and
communication ranges while maintaining linear runtime. I have proven that the algorithm
is collision-free and terminates in linear time. I have proven that the algorithm’s visibility
and communication ranges are optimal; the memory and runtime are asymptotically
optimal.

Publications related to this thesis: [6], [2], [7], [8], [5]

In this Thesis, the area is decomposed into small, square-shaped cells. This grid-like
area is called an orthogonal area. Each cell can contain at most one robot, and the area is
filled when each cell is occupied. This part of the research focuses on Filling by robots with
minimum visibility range and no communication. The robots have a common knowledge
of top-down and left-right directions by utilizing a compass.

In the previous state-of-the-art solutions [BDS08; BDS14] the robots had a round
vision, meaning they were able to ’see’ eight neighbors.However, they were able to move in
four directions (top, left, down, and right). In my model, the neighbors will be only those
nodes that are visible and accessible by the robot. As a result, the diagonal directions
will not be counted as neighbors. Moreover, in my solution, a simple distance sensor, like
a range finder, is enough for the robots.

Subthesis I.1: Single Direction Algorithm

I have introduced a distributed area discovery algorithm named Single Direction (SDIR)
for a robotic team with locomotive capabilities. A connected orthogonal area with a single
door is filled in O(n) rounds without collisions by robots with a visibility range of 1
hop and O(1) bits of persistent memory if they have a common notion of top-down and
left-right directions, where n is the number of cells in the area.

I proposed a method, which is called Single Direction (SDIR) algorithm, which utilizes
the synchronous nature of the model. I have introduced a special round structure (shown
in Figure 2) to time the movements of the robots to solve the collision avoidance. Each
LCM cycle was called a step and was assigned a label: North, East, South, or West. A
round is composed of four steps, one with each label: an N-step, an E-step, an S-step,
and a W-step (abbreviations of North/East/South/West-steps). In each step, the robots
can move to the direction corresponding to the current step.
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s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12

R1 R2 R3

N-step E-step S-step W-step N-step E-step S-step W-step N-step E-step S-step W-step

Figure 2: The structure of the rounds. Three rounds (denoted by R1,R2,R3), each consists
of four consecutive steps in a fixed order: step s1 is an N-step, s2 is an E-step, and so
forth.

Lemma 4.1. Collisions of the robots cannot happen when executing the Single Direction
Algorithm.

Lemma 4.2. During each step, each Follower knows where its predecessor is.

Lemma 4.3. The Leader only moves to unvisited cells.

Lemma 4.4. The proposed method fills the area.

Based on the results above, I have reached the following theorem:

Theorem 4.5. Given a team of robots with a visibility range of 1 hop, O(1) bits of
persistent memory, and common notion of top-down and left-right directions; a connected
orthogonal area can be filled in O(n) rounds by n robots without collisions, where n is the
number of cells in the area.

Subthesis I.2: Multi-Door Single Direction Algorithm

I have shown that the Single Direction Algorithm can be used in the Multi-Door Filling
problem while the hardware requirements are unchanged. I have proven that the algorithm
is still collision-free and fills the area in linear time. Moreover, I have shown that the
Multi-Door Single Direction Algorithm can achieve a speed-up factor of k where k is the
number of Doors.

In the Multi-Door Filling problem, there are k Door cells, all utilized as entry points.
I assume that there are enough robots to be placed at any Door when it is empty. The
algorithm is unchanged from the SDIR.

Lemma 4.6. A Leader cannot collide with a Follower.

Lemma 4.7. A Leader cannot collide with another Leader.

Lemma 4.8. Paths of different Leaders cannot cross each other.

Based on the results above, I have reached the following theorem:

Theorem 4.9. Given a team of robots with visibility range of 1 hop, O(1) bits of persistent
memory, and common notion of top-down and left-right directions; a connected orthogonal
area with multiple Doors can be filled in O(n) rounds by n robots without collisions, where
n is the number of cells in the area.

Lemma 4.10. The algorithm is asymptotically worst-case optimal in the Multiple Door
case.

Lemma 4.11. The running time of the Multiple Door Single Direction Algorithm is at
most k times the running time of the optimal algorithm (where k is the number of Doors).
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Subthesis I.3: Areal Single Direction Algorithm

I have shown that the Single Direction algorithm can be extended to be utilized by flying
robots, e.g., quadcopters. I modeled the three-dimensional areas by subdividing them into
three-dimensional cells. I have proven that the SDIR method used in the two-dimensional
model can be modified to be used in three-dimensional areas. I have shown that the
algorithm is still collision-free and fills the area in linear time.

In order to represent three-dimensional areas, the area is subdivided into three-
dimensional cells. The robots are capable of flying. They can move in six directions
from their current position to the bottom/top/North/East/South/West cells. The Doors
are located at the bottom layer, and they can take off from there.

I have extended the SDIR algorithmby adding the two new directions (top, bottom)
to the rounds. The A-SDIR (Areal Single Direction Algorithm) has 6 steps long rounds;
however, the core of the algorithm is unchanged. I have shown that the following lemmatas
still hold:

Lemma 4.12. Collisions are not possible.

Lemma 4.13. Each robot in the Follower state always knows where its predecessor is.

Lemma 4.14. The Leader only moves to unvisited vertices.

Lemma 4.15. Algorithm A-DIR fills the area.

Based on the results above, I have reached the following theorem:

Theorem 4.16. Given a team of robots with a visibility range of 1 hop, O(1) bits of
persistent memory, and common notion of bottom-up, top-down, and left-right directions,
a connected three-dimensional orthogonal area with multiple Doors can be filled in O(n)
rounds by n robots without collisions, where n is the number of cells in the area.

Thesis II: Dispersion by Oblivious Robots

I have proposed a method to solve the Filling problem by oblivious robots (i.e., robots
with no persistent storage). I have shown that the presented method prevents collisions
and fills the area in finite time. I have also built a simulation framework to provide
empirical results to the theoretical results and validate them.

Publications related to this thesis: [9], [10], [11], [12], [1]

Definition 4.17 (Oblivious robots). Robots with no persistent storage are called obliv-
ious. The robots forget every stored observation, inner state, and calculation after each
LCM cycle. Therefore, in each cycle, robots can only act based on their current snapshot.
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Subthesis II.1: Dispersion speed analysis using Random Walks

I have presented a distributed dispersion algorithm for multi-robot systems without per-
sistent storage to solve the Filling problem in orthogonal areas. The robots require 2 hops
visibility and a method to indicate a randomly generated number. I have proven that the
proposed method’s expected runtime is the expected runtime of O(n·log n·Hn) LCM cycles,
where Hn is the nth harmonic number.

It was shown that it is not possible to deterministically solve the Filling by oblivious
robots [BDS08].

I have proposed a non-determinist method based on the idea of randomized priority
to avoid collisions and still fill the area. The robots have a visibility range of 2 hops and
no explicit communication. Each robot has a shape or mark which is indicating the front
of the robot, i.e., robots which is in the visibility range can determine their orientation.
The indication method of the rolled number is not important; we focus on the algorithmic
aspects of the dispersion.

To provide a runtime estimation, I approached the solution in a novel way with a
tricky approach. Instead of examining the movements of the robots, I look at the field
as if the empty spaces (holes) were ’moving’. In the beginning, each empty cell contains
an imaginary token, and a new robot is placed when a token moves out of the area (by
moving onto a Door cell). I investigated the expected ’exit’ times of the tokens by treating
their movements as a random walk.

Random walk: Given a starting node v0 ∈ V , the token selects a neighboring node
v1, and moves there. Iteratively selecting and moving to neighbors, it selects a sequence
of nodes, v0, v1 . . . vi, which is called a random walk. In this problem, I need two terms of
a random walk:

T(v0,u): hitting time (often referred to as access time) is the expected number of steps
required to reach node u ∈ V from v.

T(v0,·): cover time is the expected number of steps to reach every node from v0.
Runtime Estimation:
Let X be the required rounds for the movement of a token, and pij be the chance that

a robot moves from cell vi to vj (note: vj has to be empty to be chosen as a destination of
a robot; thus, it contains a token). If the token is surrounded by k robots and each robot
uniformly rolls 0 or 1, each has a 1/k chance to move. There might be an additional ω
round when no robots are rolling for the empty node; therefore, the token cannot move.

EX = ω +
1

pij
(1)

Now we give an upper bound for ci to reach the Door cell d. The movement of ci can
be considered a random walk on G. An upper bound is provided for the cover time of a
random walk in [Ale+79]. As the cover time is not less than the hitting time, we can use
it to give an upper bound for ci to move to d. In an orthogonal environment |V | = n and
|E| = e ≤ 2 · n, therefore an upper bound for the hitting time is:

T (ci, d) ≤ T (ci, ∗) ≤ 2 · n · e ≤ 8 · n2 (2)

In ti we are considering that the hole moves every EX th step:

ti = T (ci, d) · EX ≤ 8 · n2 · EX (3)
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Lemma 4.18. A new robot is expected to be placed in O(n2) rounds.

Lemma 4.19. The algorithm terminates in O(n3) rounds.

Lemma 4.20. The Oblivious Algorithm fills the area.

Theorem 4.21. Given a team of robots with a visibility range of 2 hops, 0 bits of persistent
memory, a connected orthogonal area can be filled by n robots without collisions, where n
is the number of cells in the area. The expected runtime of the algorithm isO(n∗log n∗Hn)
LCM cycles, where Hn is the nth harmonic number.

Theorem 4.22. Given a team of robots with a visibility range of 2 hops, 0 bits of persistent
memory, a connected orthogonal area can be filled by n robots without collisions, where n
is the number of cells in the area. The expected runtime of the algorithm is O(n · log n ·Hn)
LCM cycles.

4.1 RobotCore

During the theoretical analysis of the previous algorithms, we gave a mathematical model
and bounds for the runtimes. However, the dynamic behavior of the team also could
be interesting, and experiments have to be carried out in order to evaluate them during
runtime.

Usually, during the algorithmic aspects of sensor systems, the theoretical results are
the key element, and experimental analysis is less relevant. In some cases, the results are
backed by simulations that are just for that specific scenario and could not be generalized
for different settings.

Furthermore, with a simulator that is capable of visualizing the algorithms, the de-
velopment and improvement of such algorithms can be made faster. Detecting errors or
weak spots are more apparent by observing the dynamic behavior of the system.

Figure 3: The architecture of the RobotCore framework.

The RobotCore framework is intended to be a modular and extendable framework.
As its focus is on the development of distributed algorithms, the architecture is designed
to aid the quick prototyping and testing of those algorithms. For this purpose, interfaces
are created whose implementations are sufficient when creating a new algorithm. There
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are two main modules in the RobotCore: the Core and the Visualizer. The Core module
contains the interfaces (and some helper classes) to perform the simulations, while the
Visualizer is used for observing the dynamics of the simulations. The RobotCore is created
using .NET framework1, and Its architecture is shown in Figure 3.

Then we perform simulations of the previously proposed algorithms. The simulator
allows us to inspect the behavior throughout the dispersion and the average runtime
by performing many simulations in various environments. The aim was to ensure the
algorithm completely filled the area and there were no collisions. During the simulations,
random areas were created to analyze the performance of the simulation. With a fixed
number of cells, an area was created randomly then checked if it was connected. If the
area was connected, then a random cell was selected as a Door cell, and the algorithm
was run (in the case of the Multiple Door Filling, k cells were selected as Doors).

4.1.1 SDIR Simulations

The SDIR (presented in Thesis I.) has a runtime of O(n) LCM cycles. The simulation
result confirms it (Figure 4). Furthermore, it also verifies that in the Multiple Door case,
a speed-up by a factor of k is possible (Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Simulation results for a random orthogonal area.
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Figure 5: SDIR algorithm performance in connected orthogonal graphs of 1000 vertices
with random areas (left) and areas with higher connectivity (right).

1https://dotnet.microsoft.com/download/dotnet-framework
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4.1.2 Oblivious Algorithm Simulations

In the Oblivious Algorithm, a stochastic approach is used to perform the dispersion by
memory-less robots. In the theoretical proof, an expected runtime is given; however, to
learn more about the exact behaviorsimulations have to be carried out.

The first simulations tested the overall runtimes. Figure 6 shows the simulation results
for the best-, worst-, and average cases.
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Figure 6: Simulation results for the make-span of the algorithm. The vertical axis repre-
sents the maximum (red), minimum (blue), and average (black) number of rounds required
to fill an area with size n cells displayed with regular (left) and logarithmic (right) scales.

According to Theorem 4.22, the expected runtime is O(n · log n ·Hn). Therefore, we
divided the results with n · log n ·Hn. According to the graph, the runtime converges to
a constant (see Figure 7), which validates the theoretic results.
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Figure 7: The average make-span for graphs with n vertices divided by n · log n ·Hn.

Thesis III: Dispersion algorithms in Arbitrary Areas

I have developed a fully-synchronous, discrete-time algorithm for an artificial swarm
operating in areas represented by simple connected graphs. I have minimized the visibility
and communication ranges, and I have proven that the algorithm is collision-free and
terminates in linear time. Furthermore, I have also shown that the algorithm still works
in the Multiple-Door case. Finally, I have presented a trade-off between the memory and
runtime requirements, and the number of steps.
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Publications related to this thesis: [3], [4], [13], [2], [14] [5]

In order to solve the Filling problem without any a priori knowledge about the area
or the placement, I assumed the sensors have a common chirality (i.e., a shared notion of
clockwise direction), which allows each robot to generate a cyclic order which is defined
as the following:

Definition 4.23 (Cyclic order). The neighbors of the vertices are in a fixed order, starting
from a pivot in clockwise order. The pivot is not fixed and can be altered by the robots
depending on which pivot they choose. This cyclic order is only visible for robots at the
given vertex. An example is shown in Figure 8.

r

Entryv1

v2

v3

v4

Figure 8: Cyclic order of the nodes around robot r assuming entered from the bottom
vertex.

Subthesis III.1: Dispersion in arbitrary graphs

I have proposed the Virtual Chain Method (VCM) for multi-robot systems without global
coordination or knowledge to solve the Filling problem in areas represented by a connected
graph. The VCM algorithm requires no communication, minimal visibility range, and
O(∆) bits of memory and can be utilized in the fully-synchronous model (where ∆ is
the maximum degree of the graph). I have proven that the runtime of the VCM is O(n·∆).

I introduced the Virtual Chain Method, which is named after its behavior, as each
Leader from a Door forms a virtual chain, then the rest of the robots follow it, making
them into an invisible chain. Therefore, a chain is essentially the path of a Leader. I
have utilized the round structure introduced in Thesis I, which is still used to time the
movements of the robots. As each vertex of the graph could have at most ∆ neighbors,
the rounds have to be increased to be ∆ steps long. However, the directions were not
available (North/East/South/West), and it is not possible to guarantee that each node
can be entered through one sole direction. To avoid collisions, I have used a different
approach: the robot in Leader state had to distinguish between nodes that are unvisited
and which are part of the chain.

Lemma 4.24. The predecessor of the Follower is either in a neighboring vertex v or it
was in v in the previous round. In the latter case, the Follower moves to the previous
position of the predecessor, which is v.

Lemma 4.25. Each vertex v can be considered an unvisited vertex (v ∈ U) if it is not
occupied in two consecutive rounds.
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Lemma 4.26. Each robot in Follower state always knows where its predecessor is.

Lemma 4.27. Two Followers cannot have the same predecessor.

Lemma 4.28. The Leader only moves to unvisited vertices.

Lemma 4.29. There can be at most one Leader at a time.

Lemma 4.30. No collision can occur during the dispersion.

Lemma 4.31. Algorithm VCM fills the area represented by a connected graph.

Theorem 4.32. Assume, at each vertex of G the incident edges are deterministically
ordered. Then G can be filled in O(∆ · n) rounds using O(∆) bits of memory, where ∆ is
the maximum degree of G.

Subthesis III.2: Dispersion in arbitrary areas with multiple Doors

I have extended the VCM algorithm to be able to solve the Filling problem in arbitrary
areas with multiple Doors. I have shown problematic scenarios regarding the VCM then
developed a solution to solve it at the cost of runtime.

The challenge with the multiple Door Filling is the interaction of the chains originating
from different Doors. During the Multiple Door Virtual Chain Method (MD-VCM) I have
designated different steps for different chains. For k Doors, this means each round will
become k times longer, increasing the overall runtime by a factor of k. I show that the
Leader still can distinguish between unvisited and visited nodes. Furthermore, I show that
two chains cannot collide nor block each other; therefore, the area can be filled without
collisions.

Lemma 4.33. In the MD-VCM, each Leader only moves to unvisited vertices and cannot
collide with each other.

Lemma 4.34. In the MD-VCM Algorithm, distinct chains cannot cross each other.

Theorem 4.35. Given a team of weak robots with a visibility range of 1 hop, O(k + ∆)
bits of persistent memory, and an area represented by a connected graph G area. The area
can be filled in O(k ·∆ · n) rounds, where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph, k is the
number of Doors, and n is the number of vertices.

Subthesis III.3: Runtime improvement for the Virtual Chain
Method

I have shown weak spots for the MD-VCM in terms of runtime then developed a solution
to solve it. The Fast VCM (FVCM) requires fewer LCM-cycles to completely fill the area;
however, it requires more movement from the entities. I have proven that the runtime of
the FVCM is O(n · (log ∆ + k) at the cost of runtime.

When further analyzing the runtime of the MD-VCM, there are two major improve-
ment possibilities in the O(k ·∆ · n):
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• ∆: the ∆ component was required for the direction encoding (movement scheduling).

• k: the factor of k comes from the collision avoidance in the multiple Door case.

To reduce the overhead from the synchronization of the chains, I examined the collision
possibilities. Treating them as a special case, I have introduced a new protocol, named
back and forth movement. In cost of extra movements, the robot can prevent those
collisions.

The new method, called Fast Virtual Chain Method (FVCM), significantly reduces
the runtime, as instead of k ·∆ steps, only k + 1 + ∆ will be required for a round.

The multiplicative factor ∆ in the O(k ·∆ ·n) runtime of the original VCM algorithm
results from the fact that ∆ steps are used to show the direction of the next movement
of a robot to its successor. In the FVCM algorithm, the robots signaling the direction of
the next movement of the robots encoded binary in O(log ∆) bits.

The new round structure is shown in Figure 9. The labeling of the steps will be sLi

(i ≤ k + 1) for the back and forth steps and sj (j ≤ ∆) for the movement steps.

. . . sLk+1sL1 sL2
sLk s0 . . .s1 slog ∆

back and forth movements

regular movements

Figure 9: The structure of the rounds. The rounds (denoted by Rodd,Reven), each consists
of m consecutive steps in a fixed order.

Higher degree doors
The second improvement of the VCM eliminates the constraint of having 1-degree door

vertices. This was to ensure that the robots knew the first direction they were going, and
then the cyclic order was known. Thus, to have higher degree door vertices, the only task
to be solved is to make sure newly placed robots know where their predecessor is. For the
newly placed robot, the back and forth movement will be utilized to find its predecessor.
Similarly to the improved runtime, k + 1 additional steps will be added.

Combination with the faster runtime
The two improvements (faster runtime and higher degree doors) can be combined by

simply allocating 2 steps to each chain sLi
and sLi′

(one for FVCM and one for the higher
degree doors).

Lemma 4.36. In the Fast Virtual Chain Method, there are no collisions.

Theorem 4.37. Given a team of weak robots with a visibility range of 1 hop, O(k + ∆)
bits of persistent memory, and an area represented by a connected graph G. The area can
be filled in O((k + log∆) · n) rounds, where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph, k is
the number of Doors, and n is the number of vertices.

4.2 Simulation

Using the RobotCore simulation framework, the algorithms presented in Thesis III are
validated, and their performances are compared.
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Figure 10: Simulation results for Star graph comparing VCM and VMC-log.

First, the performance improvement of the FVCM is tested (Figure 10 (left)). Then
the Multiple Door case was tested (Figure 10 (right)). The coordination of different chains
clearly causes an overhead, but the runtime increase was not significant.

The third simulation shows the worst-case scenario for the VCM, which happens when
∆ is high. To test its performance, a star-graph is created, resulting in ∆ = n− 1, and is
connected to each other vertex. This is the scenario where the logarithmic runtime of the
FVCM greatly improves the completion time. The improvement is shown in Figure 11
(left). Note: the runtime of FVCM seems like a straight line in this scale but examining
closer, it shows the gaps when the log ∆ increases (shown in Figure 11 (right)).
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Figure 11: Simulation results for Star graph comparing VCM and VMC-log.

The fourth simulation shows an area that is the worst for the MD-VCM, i.e. when
there is a separator vertex that divides the graph into two sections. One section has all
the doors with some extra vertices, while the other has n vertices. To compare the two
algorithms (the MD-VCM and the SDIR) in the Multiple Door case, the area has the same
properties, i.e., all vertices have four neighbors. The difference can be seen in Figure 12
(a small variance comes in as the small area size varies).

Thesis IV: Dispersion in the asynchronous computational model

I have shown that by extending the capabilities of the robots by attaching lights to them,
they can solve the Filling problem in the asynchronous (ASYNC) computational model.
I have proved that the proposed methods are collision-free and completely fill the area.
Moreover, in order to measure and compare the runtime of the proposed algorithms,
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Figure 12: Simulation results for an area containing a separator vertex.

asynchronous rounds are introduced.

Publications related to this thesis: [15] [16]

In the ASYNC model, the LCM-cycles are not scheduled globally. The robots can
activate at any time, take a snapshot in their Look phase, then the Compute and Move
phases can be arbitrary long. For the asynchronous Filling, lights are attached to the
robots. These emit externally visible colors, which are visible by any robot in their
visibility range. The number of colors is constant.

In this Thesis, we present two methods to achieve full coverage without collision in
the ASYNC model by using luminous robots. We analyze the algorithm in terms of
asynchronous rounds, which we define the following way:

Definition 4.38 (Asynchronous round:). An asynchronous round means the smallest
time interval in which each robot, which has not yet finished the algorithm, has been
activated at least once.

Regarding asynchronous algorithms for the Filling problem, former works only guar-
antee termination within finite time. Our analysis provides the first asymptotic upper
bound on the running time in terms of asynchronous rounds.

Subthesis IV.1: Dispersion in the asynchronous computational
model

I have presented a method to solve the Filling problem in the asynchronous model by
attaching ∆ + 4 colors (where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph). The robots
require O(log∆) bits of persistent storage, and the runtime of the algorithm is O(n2)
asynchronous rounds.

The robots utilize the lights to signal the direction they would like to move. The next
robot (its successor) will signal a confirmation when it acknowledges this direction.

We define the state Packed for the chain.

Definition 4.39 (Packed state). The chain is in Packed state when each Follower is
immediately behind its predecessor, i.e., each vertex on the path traversed by the current
Leader from the Door is occupied by a Follower robot.
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In this state, none of the robots can move except the Leader. Therefore, only the
Leader has to know this state. (An example is shown in Figure 13, where a robot r is in
Leader state, and none of the robots could move. In this case, each not occupied vertex
is unvisited.

r

D

Figure 13: Example for the Packed state in the PACK algorithm. The blue line shows
the path of the Leader r from the Door (D vertex).

The PACK algorithm has two phases. In the first phase, the system reaches Packed
state when no robots can move except the Leader. In the second phase, each robot moves
forward. Then the algorithm’s two phases are repeated.

Lemma 4.40. Leader only moves to unvisited vertices.

Lemma 4.41. There can be at most one Leader at any time.

Lemma 4.42. Robots cannot collide.

Lemma 4.43. PACK fills the area represented by a connected graph.

Theorem 4.44. Given an area represented by a connected graph G and robots having a
visibility range of 1 hop, O(log∆) bits of persistent storage, and ∆ + 4 colors (including
the color when the light is off). The area can be filled in the ASYNC model in O(n2)
asynchronous rounds, where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph and n is the number
of vertices.

Subthesis IV.2: Faster dispersion in the asynchronous computa-
tional model

I have shown that by increasing the visibility range by 1 hop the runtime can be reduced
to O(n) asynchronous rounds without additional hardware changes. I have proposed the
BLOCK algorithm, which can solve the Filling problem with robots having ∆ + 4 colors
and O(log∆) bits of persistent storage.

In the BLOCK algorithm, I introduced the concept of blocking. With the visibility
range of 2 the robots see each robot that potentially could choose the same target vertex.
The idea is that the Leader only chooses a vertex v as the target if the 1 hop neighborhood
of v does not contain any other robot with the light turned on (except when the light is
showing direction ∆). ∆ direction color has a special meaning, which indicates that the
robot cannot move anymore and wants to switch to Finished state.
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The idea is that the Leader only chooses a vertex v as the target if the 1 hop neighbor-
hood of v does not contain any other robot with the light turned on, i.e., blocked vertices.
(An example is shown in Figure 14, where a robot r in Leader state moves in the area
and has to avoid blocked vertices marked with red in the figure.)

r

D

Figure 14: Example of how blocking works in the BLOCK algorithm. The blue line
shows the path of the Leader r from the Door (D vertex). The red color indicates blocked
vertices for the Leader; the red arrows indicate which robots are blocking those vertices.

Lemma 4.45. Leader only moves to unvisited vertices.

Lemma 4.46. There can be at most one Leader at a time.

Lemma 4.47. Robots cannot collide.

Lemma 4.48. BLOCK fills the area represented by a connected graph.

Theorem 4.49. Algorithm BLOCK fills the area represented by a connected graph in the
ASYNC model by robots having a visibility range of 2 hops, O(log ∆) bits of persistent
storage, and using ∆ + 4 colors, including the color when the light is off.

Theorem 4.50. In the ASYNC model, the BLOCK algorithm fills the area represented
by a connected graph in O(n) asynchronous rounds.

Theorem 4.51. Given an area represented by a connected graph G and robots having a
visibility range of 1 hop, O(log∆) bits of persistent storage, and ∆ + 4 colors (including
the color when the light is off). The area can be filled in the ASYNC model in O(n)
asynchronous rounds, where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph and n is the number
of vertices.

Subthesis IV.3: Multiple Door dispersion in the asynchronous
computational model

I have shown that the BLOCK algorithm can be extended to allow its usage in areas with
Multiple Doors. Compared to the BLOCK algorithm, the robots have additional k colors
(where k is the number of Doors).

Simply applying the BLOCK algorithm to the k-Door case is not possible. There
is a scenario where the BLOCK algorithm would fail: if there is a vertex v with two
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neighbors, each containing a leader. With the arbitrary activation times of the robots,
the two Leaders might activate at the same time, mutually blocking each other from
moving to v.

Priority protocol: to prevent these deadlocks, the robots have k additional different
colors corresponding to the Door they used for entering the area, where k is the number
of Doors. A strict total order is defined between these colors, called priority order. The
blocking rule is modified for the Leader in the following way: if there is a robot with
a direction color (except the special color ∆), or confirmation color, or MOV color, or
priority color with higher priority than r, then its neighbors are considered as blocked.
Since there is a strict total order between the priority colors, in such a situation, exactly
one of them is allowed to move there.

Lemma 4.52. Priority protocol does not allow collisions.

Lemma 4.53. The BLOCK algorithm extended with the Priority protocol fills the con-
nected graph.

Theorem 4.54. Given an area represented by a connected graph G with k Doors and
robots having a visibility range of 1 hop, O(log∆) bits of persistent storage, and ∆ +k+ 4
colors (including the color when the light is off). The area can be filled in the ASYNC
model in O(n) asynchronous rounds, where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph and n
is the number of vertices.

4.3 Simulation

While both PACK and BLOCK algorithms fill the area without collisions, the purpose of
the BLOCK algorithm was to have a faster algorithm at the cost 2 hops visibility.

We tested the algorithms in two extreme cases: the star graph and the complete
graph. For the best comparison of how fast the algorithms perform, we set the length of
the phases to minimal length and disabled the inactivity phase. This way, the robots are
essentially acting similarly as they would be in the FSYNC model. The results are shown
in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Simulation results for the line graph (left) and star graph (right) comparing
PACK and BLOCK algorithms.
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5 Application of the new results
In Thesis I., we have designed and implemented an algorithm for multi-robot systems
requiring only range finders and a few bits of memory. This is a common situation in
real-world problems where the robots create a grid-like formation on the ground if they
have means to measure the distance to other objects and the distance they move.

In Thesis II., we have designed and implemented an algorithm to work with memory-
less robots. The lack of persistent storage will yield a system where the entities act solely
based on their current perception. The first advantage of this is when the robots are
prone to faults, and one of them is malfunctioning; simply adding a new robot instead
of that one will enable the completion of the dispersion. Moreover, this is also beneficial
in hazardous areas, e.g., scenes of natural disasters, there is a chance that one or more
robots will be damaged and cannot participate in locating survivors.

In Thesis III., we have designed and implemented an algorithm that enables dispersion
in any area represented by a connected graph. With this, more realistic areas can be
filled. An ongoing research direction is the coating of objects with programmable matter,
which is similar to the dispersion we provide. The programmable matter consists of
highly weak robots without communication or strong computational capabilities. Our
algorithm is designed for such multi-robot systems; therefore, it can be applied in that
field, and the provided algorithm works for most three-dimensional surfaces. For example,
a problem called the universal coating for programmable, is to have a thin layer of a specific
substance covering an object of any shape so that one can measure a certain condition
(like temperature or cracks) at any spot on the surface of the object without requiring
direct access to that spot.If the area is represented by an infinite regular triangular grid
graph and we take a finite connected subgraph of that, the VCM algorithm presented in
Thesis III. can be used to perform the coating.

Another example can be found in [17], where the mission was to monitor a given
area by a mass of sensors, then upload their data to a dedicated Cloud service, named
SensorHUB, for further analysis (e.g., big data management, automated data analysis,
machine learning). In that paper, the first task was to deploy the static sensors. This was
done by a mobile agent, which placed those sensors in positions calculated from either the
collected data or by the distance from the previously placed node. The mobile agent’s
algorithm is based on the algorithm presented in Thesis III.

In this use case, the sensors can be any type, e.g., seismic activity monitors after
an earthquake or IoT devices in rural areas for autonomous farming in the precision
agriculture field.
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